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to the men of violence? 

The Bondage of .Liberation: 
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he last thing the peace movement needs at T this moment of diminished strength and 
influence is dissension in its dwindling ranks. The 
long-awaited end of the Indochina hostilities has left 
most of he most active opponents of that war in a state of 

routine pursuits necessarily neglected in those years of 
personal trial and disruption. The great numbers who had 
become part of “the peace movement” with the strictly 
limited objective of doing what they could to bring a 
speedy end to the conflict have now pulled out, leaving 
the broader peace concerns to the more traditional 
pacifist organizations and peace churches that have 
always carried the major part of tKe load. Even these, 
however, have encountered difficulties in their efforts to 
maintain the active participation of their members and 
supporters. Tireless vehicles of organized peace activity 
such as the War Resisters League and the Fellowship of 
Reconciliation are hard pressed to meet even the minimal 
expenses of fheir drastically reduced programs. 

Prudence, then, would counsel that this is a time to 
“accentuate the positive” and avoid risking any kind of 
split among the relative few who have not succumbed to 
the temptations of a retreat to normalcy and apathy. But 
there is another and quite contrary case to be argued. 
Precisely in this time of weakness i t  might be courting 
disaster for the peace movement to blind itself to a very 
real challenge that, if unmet and unresolved, could tear i t  
apart and leave i t  helpless before the next crisis. United 
though the movement may .be on such issues as amnesty, 
disarmament, and ending nuclear proliferation. there is 
at least the potential of disunity on another, which 
involves the basic, the core values of pacifism. I f  only to 
preserve its cherished integrity of purpose, this issue and 
its troubling implications must be brought into the open 
and examined. 

The issue, simply put, involves the compatibility of a 
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nearly 1 otai exhaustion. Many have turned to the more 

, 

thorough commitment to pacifist ideals with support for 
national liberation movements. Theoretically, of course, 
there need be no problem: The values proclaimed by each 
may even be said to depend on the other to some extent. 
At this level, topresent i t  as a matterofchoice-peaceor 
liberation, peace versus liberation-is a distortion. Yet 
in practice i t  is not so easy. Any given situation may, and 
usually does, impose at least a sequence of temporal 
priority that can require the temporary sacrifice or 
suspension of the one to preserve or advance the pros- 
pects of the other. This is no false dilemma; and, 
needless to say, it is one that the religious pacifist cannot 
long ignore. 

This is one pacifist’s reflection; no definitive solution 
is offered. Nor should this be mistaken for a critical 
evaluation of what has become known as “the theology 
of liberation,” though, obviously, that body of propo- 
sitions and its applications to actual conflicts is a central 
concern. I am not sufficiently familiar with the scholarly 
production of that doctrine’s proponents, and I can claim 
no competence in  purely theological debate. As a sociol- 
ogist, however, I am familiar with the applications and, 
as a religious pacifist, more than a little concerned about 
their relevance to my personal rejection of all war and 
violence. 

The present dilemma takes its sharpest form in three 
crucial contexts. First and most obvious is the question 
of acceptable means, specifically, the use or endorse- 
ment of violence. Second, and more subtle, is the 
process of “conscientization” and its appropriate tech- 
niques and objectives. Last, and usually ignored, is the 
acceptance of nationalism as a motivating force and 
justification. That all of these present problems only for 
those who profess to be part of an authentic peace 
movement should be evident enough. Unfortunately, 
there are a goodly number of the latter who are not quite 
willing to take adefinite stand on these questions if, as is 
almost certainly the case, they are required tocriricize or 
even oppose existing movements for national liberation. 

Graphic illustration of this fact was provided at a 
recent meeting of Pax Christi International in Montser- 
rat, which I attended as an American delegate. Our 
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Spanish hosts, who preferred to be identified as the 
Catalan section of this Catholic peace movement, took 
every opportunity to promote the case for Catalonian 
liberation from what they viewed as the repressive 
government at Madrid. So urgent and persuasive were 
their arguments-which, to be honest, most of us were 
predisposed to accept anyway-that most of the pattici- 
pants joined briefly in a vigil outside the walls o f ’ a  
Barcelona prison where political prisoners were incar- 
cerated. 

A more formal endorsement of the Catalonian position 
came with the passage of a set of resolutions protesting 
all forms of political oppression and calling for recogni- 
tion of the rights of conscientious objectors. More 
significant, however, was what ‘was not included. As 
originally presented, the resolutions included a specific 
condemnation of “oppressjve violence. ” A Belgian 
delegate proposeg the addition of the words, “from any 
quarter,” but this drew instant opposition from the 
Catalans and their supporters. The amendment was 
approved with slight modifications, after which the 
original sponsors, following a brief caucus recess, 
moved to  eliminate the entire reference to violence. The 
message was clear. Although they insisted they were 
committed to nonviolence in their own actions, they 
preferred to forego any definite condemnation of vio- 
lence that might be interpreted, even by implication, as 
criticism of other segments of the liberation movement 
that did not share their commitment. The motion passed. 

n even more dramatic example of the A intellectual tension between adherence to 
the cause of liberation and commitment to the ideals and 
methods of the peacemaker is provided by the little book, 
My Life for My Friends: The Giierrilla Journal of Nestor 
Paz, Christian (Orbis, 1975). This is the account of one 
young man’s total commitment to a cause he had decided 
could be achieved only by violence, “the only path left 
open to us, painful as i t  may be.” I t  would be superficial 
and unjust to dismiss this document as the work of an 
unfeeling extremist, indifferent to the death and destruc- 
tion he might bring; just as i t  is superficial and unjust to 
dismiss, as Paz does, the pacifist as indifferent to the 
sufferings of the oppressed. 

I t  is a short and tragic story. Less than three months 
after leaving home to join the guerrilla band Paz would 
die of starvation. He was perhaps as much the victim of 
those he wished to liberate but who failed to provide him 
and his companions with the support and sustenance they 
needed. The real tragedy goes beyond the sacrifice of a 
gifted young poet, former seminarian; and teacher of 
religion. The tragedy is to be found in the rationale that 
led him to his fate, a sadly confused mixture of ideologi- 
cal themes drawn in almost equal parts from the New 
Testament and revolutionary Marxist rhqtoric. I f  he 
applied to himself the “no greater love” teaching of the 
Gospel to legitimate the course he had chosen, this did 
not detract from his approval of the oath-taking cere- 
mony “before a picture of Che Guevara.” The important 
distinction between laying down one’s life for a cause 
and setting forth to destroy the lives of others for that 
samecause seems not to have occurred to him. Indeed, at 

one point he goes’s0 far as to suggest the martyrdom of 
St. Stephen repoked in Acts as a spiritual parallel to the 
violent resistance in which he was engaged. 

One objection to “liberation theology” as popularly 
interpreted and applied i s  that i t  restores to respectability 
the “just war” morality that had become so thoroughly 
discredited by the excesses of World War I1  and, more 
recently, by Vietnam. Wor,se still, by effectively reduc- 
ing the traditional criteria for such a “just war” to only 
two (just cause and, right intention, both generously 
interpreted), i t  hasopened the way to virtually uncritical 
support not only for wars of national liberation but for 
the full  range of guerrilla tactics, not excluding indis- 
criminate acts of terrorism. Criteria such as proportional- 
ity, justice of the means, prospects of success, and others 
are either ignored or dismissed as .secondary consid- 
erations. Thus, active resistance to oppression, certainly 
a “just cause” in an almost tautological sense, and the 
“right intention”-expressed by Nestor Paz as “to 
defend the unlettered and undernourished majority from 
the exploitation of a minority and to win back dignity for 
a dehumanized people”-are deemed sufficient in 
themselves to cover the proverbial “multitude of sins.” 

The problem, for the’christian pacifist at least, centers 
upon whether such laudable objectives are to be, or even 
can be, achieved through violence. I t  is a question 
deserving a more serious answer than the easy play on 
words represented by the argument that the violence of 
the guerrilla Warrior should not be considered as vio- 
lence but, rather, as coitnterviolence. a forced response 
to the violence perpetrated by the status quo. As a 
sociologist I would be the last to deny t,he reality of 
“systemic violence,” but as a Christian I must recognize 
an obl’igation to do what I can to reduce or eliminate ’ 

violence of any kind. The counterviolence of Nestor Paz 
and his friends is as incompatible with the lessons and 
spirit of the Gospel as are the injustices thal inspired’him 
to take up arms in the first place. 

The retributive counterviolence promoted by the 
popular interpretations of liberation theology goes be- 
yond “just war” thinking to adopt an approximation of 
the “total war” perspective. Guerrilla and terrorist 
actions are keyed not only to reprisal actions against 
officials responsible far repressive policies but extedd, 
almost inevitably, to anyone guilty of “supporting the 
system,” no matter how indirect the support may be. 
From the culpable official to the obedient policeman 
(and their families) the defined target broadens to in- 
clude the minor clerk in some government bureaucracy, 
the conscientious taxpayer, and, sooner or later, those 
members of the oppressed classes who may not be ready, 
or sufficiently eager, to join the forces of liberation. I t  
may well be that guerrilla warfare by its very nature 
cannot be expected to respect the distinctions and re- 
straints that, in theory at least, govern conventional war. 
If so, instead of justifying the extremes of conduct that 
some are willing to accept. this should be one more 
reason for the convinced Chlistian 110t to approve or 
participate. 

t is at this point that “conscientization” I becomes directly relevant to the discussion. 
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Too often those who are willing to encourage and even 
promote violent opposition to repressive regimes will be 
equally insistent that  “outsiders” have n o  right to speak 
to the victims of oppression about nonviolent alterna- 
t i  ves . Consc ien t iza t ion-t hat awkward term referring to 
the process for raising political consciousness and awak- 
ening in  the victim an awareness of his dignity and 
rights as a human person-too easily becomes one of 
imposing elitist definitions and aspirations upon “the 
common man” without giving due consideration to the 
additional burdens and sacrifices he might have to bear 
as a result. 

The fact that Nestor Paz was the son of a Bolivian 
general and provincial governor and enjoyed all the 
educational advantages and privileges associated with 
membership in the ruling class clearly enhances the 
sacrifice he was ready to make for the cause ofjustice. At 
the same time, however, we must not overlook the fact 
that this same background provided him with a perspec- 
tive and a set of values different in many important 
respects from those shared by the victims of social 
injustice. Out of this difference would come the note of 
“Marxist Clitism” that surfaces from time to time in his 
journal entries. On the eve of the battle that would bring a 
disastrous defeat he writes: “We are being purified. 
Combat will purge us even more. Oirt ofthis experkrice 
that select groiip will be drairvi which will bring the 
people to the happitless they so rightly deserve. This is 
the result of a long and constant faithfulness to the 
revolutionary ideal incarnated in the life of the guer- 
rilla.” (The emphasis is mine; the ilitist implications 
his.) I t  is Paz and his guerrilla companions who know the 
score, who are or will provide “the select few” to 
“bring” the people to the happiness they “deserve.” 
The tragic fact that “the people” would prove unready to 
accept, or even support, what Paz and his companion 
defined as the means to their “happiness” spelled their 
ultimate defeat and death. 

I t  should not be too difficult to understand. The 
victims of exploitation will always define happiness i n  
more modest terms than a person of Paz’s privileged 
background could understand or would be likely to 
approve. Sociologists make much of the concept, “rela- 
tive deprivation,” noting that revolutions do not often 
originate with the utterly destitute and helpless. Instead, 
the inspired leadership and lasting power will come from 
those individuals who, though comparatively well off, 
regard themselves as not as well off as they ought to be. 
The r y e  prisoners of starvation and wretched of the earth 
are likely to place too great a value on today’s crust of 
bread and the rags they wear to risk that slight difference 
between life and death for the brighter future in freedom 
promised by the middle or upper-class revolutionary. As 
far as they are concerned, i t  is not only the advocate of 
pious resignation to their unhappy lot who offers them 
pie in the sky. 

Conscientization, quite properly, aims at creating the 
sense of relative deprivation where i t  should, but does 
not yet, exist. To the extent that it succeeds, it almost 
certainly involves the risk to the victim of what little he 
has by inviting the wrath and the reprisals, of the 
guardians of the  status quo. The would-be “liberator” 

must take this into account, recognizing that one result of 
his efforts bill be to add to the burden of oppression 
already endured by those he would free. And when,  as 
too often happens, guerrilla actions are directed against 
the already helpless and exploited in order to force them 
to some measure of compliance, the cause ofjustice is as 
likely to be betrayed as served by the violence employed. 

Passive resignation is not the only, nor even an 
acceptable, alternative. The ardent advocate of peace, 
like his militant liberationist counterpart, recognizes the 
need for an effective program of conscientization. What 
differences there are-and they are crucial-are differ- 
ences of approach and emphasis, not of objective. For 
one thing, religious pacifists should find i t  difficult if not 
altogether impossible to embrace the deterministic im- 
plications of Marxist rhetoric and its solutions cast 
entirely in terms of “creating structures” that will 
“make” men brothers. 

“As a sociologist I would be the last to 
deny the reality of ‘systemic violence, ’ 
but as a Christian I must recognize an 
obligation.. .to reduce or eliminate vio- 
lence of ariy kind. ” 

The sense of inherent human dignity and the inspira- 
tion to strive toward the fulfillment of one’s true human 
potential are not likely to be served by theories or 
programs that define the individual and his rights en- 
tirely in  terms of the place he occupies in the social and 
political order. No one can be indifferent to the impor- 
tance of considerations such as existing class differ- 
entials and the inequities of the maldistribution of wealth 
and opportunity associated with those differences in  
social rank. But the solution is not to be found in a model 
of egalitarian collective in which all individuality is 
either suppressed or restricted to whatever limits may be 
permitted by some dictatorial authority orconsensus. No 
matter how much “better off” the human “units” may 
be when measured by standards of material well-being, 
the citizen-as-cog, however acquiescent, is incompati- 
ble with the Christian vision of the just society. 

The thoroughly justifiable effort to arouse an aware- 
ness of deprivation where such awareness was lacking 
need not become the occasion for deliberately inciting a 
spirit of animosity and hatred. The thirst for justice 
should never be reduced to the thirst for the oppressor’s 
blood. I f  Nestor Paz had given more profound reflection 
to his choice of St. Stephen as a guerrilla model, he could 
scarcely have missed the point that Stephen had been 
obedient tohis model, Christ, and prayed for his oppres- 
sors even as they were stoning him to death. None of 
what Paz calls the “deeds of liberation” recorded in the 
New Testament support his conclusion, sincere though i t  
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undoubtedly was, that “taking up arms is the only way of 
protecting the poor against their present exploitation, the , 
only way of generating a free man.” 

o the extent that the hatreds incited by T revolutionary “conscientization” are di- 
rected against categories (the “ruling classes,” “im- 
perialists”-and, of course, their “lackeys”),- i t  fol- 
lows that the “retribution” meted out is similarly cate- 
gorical in nature. One need not repeat the grim litany of 
terrorist atrocities perpetrated in the name of liberation 
over the past several years. It  is important to note, 
however, that these have not-always received the con- 
demnation they deserved from more liberal-minded 
advocates of peace. Instead, a kind of double standard 
exists that permits too many of the latter to maintain 
silence in the face of actions which, had they been 
committed by what Paz refers to as the “gorilla sol- 
diers” of the government forces, would have provoked 
immediate and unequivocal denunciation (which, of 
course, they would have deserved). 

Consciousness niust be raised, but the objective must 
be the conscientization of victim and oppressor alike so 
that both will come to recognize and respect the human- 
ity of the other as the only true measure of the humanity 
in themselves. Just as the one must be instructed in the 
obligations of love and justice, the other must be in- 
structed in the practice of love and forgiveness. 

The difficulty of this process is intensified by the 
intrusion of nationalism as a major factor in the libera- 
tion movements and their appeal. Already in the period 
between the two world wars, nationalism was recog- 
nized by some to be “the characteristic heresy of our 
day,” and there is little that has happened since to 
discredit that judgment. The linkage between national- 
ism and liberation may be easy enough to understand. 
That so many individuals ostensibly committed to peace 
should accept and even approve that linkage is not. 

I t  would be foolish to deny that peoples moving 
toward liberation-in Africa, Asia, Latin America- 
will seek to establish a national identity as the culminat- 
ing step in removing the last vestiges of political and 
economic imperialism. Whether in doing so they must 
recapitulate the sorry history that has bloodied the 
continents of Europe and North America is quite another 
matter. Unfortunately, too many assume that this is the 
case, that a turn toward nationalism with its exclusivist 
prides and rivalries is a ”natural stage,” som’ething like 
adolescence, through which the newly liberated colonies 
must pass if they are to reach their fu l l  independence and 
maturity. And as they insist upon erecting the barriers 
that will separate them from other peoples with whom 
they so recently shared a common subjection, every new 
nation finds i t  necessary to expend enormous energies in 
defending those barriers. This, in turn, requires a con- 
centration of governmental power-often enough in the 
hands of the military leaders entrusted with that 
defense-and the all-too-frequent result is that “libera- 
tion”. ends up as little more than an exchange of one 
oppression for another. 

European movements for ’yational liberation reverse 
the direction but not the process. Here the objective is 

simply one of restoring old national identities that had 
been lost or suppressed, usually as the result of military 
defeat. “Undergyund”  movements abound in t h e  
former Baltic states (Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia), in the 
Balkan remnant populations, and in the other East 
European nations that though theoretically autonomous, 
exist largely at the pleasure of the. Soviet Union. All 
these movements draw inspiration from the residues of 
traditions and hallowed customs celebrating remem- 
bered glories and accomplishments. I t  might even be 
argued that since these populations are subject to per- 
secution aimed at crushing those lingering echoes of 
nationhood, they can claim a greater measure of legiti- 
macy for their struggle than can the emerging nations of 
the Third World with no similar historical supports for 
their cause. 

I t  would be pointless to press that distinction, how- 
ever. The sacrifices being made by those who, on the one‘ 
hand, seek to recover and, on the other, to establish a 
national identity deserve respect and admiration. At the 
same time, the insistence upon unrestricted self- 
determination once that identity is achieved constitutes a 
distinct threat to the just and enduring peace that is the 
only hope of survival for humankind. What the world 
most urgently needs is less nationalism, not more. In  the 
shadow of the mushroom cloud we can no longer afford 
the dangerous illusions that, if one accepts Gil Eliot’s 
estimates in his Twentieth Century Book of the Dead, 
have already cost more than a hundred million lives since 
the century began. Perhaps nothing demonstrates the 
insidious nature of nationalism better than the tragic 
degeneration of the United Nations from the vehicle of 
international cooperation and understanding its founders 
intended to what i t  has become today, a noisy arena of 
confrontation between spokespeople for selfish national 
in teres t s. 

Instead of supporting further proliferation of separate 
and sovereign nations, the peace movement should be- 
marshaling its influence to reduce and ultimately elimi- 
nate nationalism as a divisive force in  human affairs. 
Although this principle has always been central to its 
program in the past, i t  has never been more crucial than i t  
is today. A l l  of the major threats to human survival-not 
only war and its promise of nuclear annihilation, but 
other issues such as the pollution of the atmosphere and 
the seas, famine and disease, the inequitable distribution 
of diminishing world resources-are clearly beyond the 
capacity of any single state or even regional combina- 
tions of states to resolve. On another front, the emer- 
gence of. great multinational corporations and their 
rapidly escalating domination over the world economy 
have made a mockery of presumably “sacred” bounda- 
ries and preten,sions to any meaningful degree of sover- 
eign authority or nat.ional self-determination. 

I t  should be eminently clear to anyone committed to 
the cause of world peace that a further fractioning of the 
globe and its inhabitants is an invitation to disaster; that 
some alternative must be found to a world order based 
upon the costly fictions of supreme state sovereignty, 
self-defined national interest balance-of-power diplo- 
macy, and the like. One such alternative is the vision of a 
pluralist world order keyed to a commonality of inter- 
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ests. one that would recognize and respect differences in 
identities-be they racial ,  religious, class,  o r  
whatever-while acknowledging that these are second- 
ary to t h e  essential identity of all men and women as 
members of a single, and endangered, species. 

uch a vision will be dismissed as “impracti- S tal" and “too idealistic,” of course. 
These dismissive criticisms have always been applied to 
the peace movement; far from being an embarrassment, 
they should be regarded as a compliment, a source of 
pride. A peace movement that is “too idealistic” might 
better serve the cause of human liberation than the cold, 
harsh pragmatics that seem now to dominate movements 
directed toward the liberationist ideal. If revolution be 
the objective, i t  might as well be the total revolution that 
could really change the world by rejecting ,borh the 
vehicle of oppression, the all-powerful natioDal state, 
and its ultimate claim to power, violence. 

The issue, then, is not a choice between peace and 
liberation (or between peace and justice), as some 
believe. If we agree that without justice there can be no 
true or lasting peace, an equally strong case can be made 
that the “justice” to be gained at the cost of wholesale 
death and destruction through war or violent revolution 
is neither certain nor, as too much recent history shows, 

, likely to be of long duration. The crusade to liberate the 
world from the threat of fascist domination ended with 
half of Europe subject to Communist domination in- 
stead. More ominously, i t  ended with the liberators con- 
verted to Hitler’s infamous doctrine of total war. Since 
then, costly struggles to overthrow iniperialist or rightist 
oppression (in Cuba, Vietnam, Cambodia, to cite but a 
few examples) seem to have produced new oppressions 
from the other extreme of the political spectrum. The old 
Scholastic maxim has relevance here: The means usually 
do tu rn  out to be the end “ i n  the process of becoming.” 

The brutality and torture applied today by the military 
juntas in Chile, Thailand, and far too many other places 
deserve universal condemnation. Whether the situation 
is improved by brutality and torture at the hands of 
would-be liberators-which, in turn, are used to ‘‘just- 
ify” more brutality and torture by the forces of the 
counterrevolution-is not at all certain. At some point 
the vicious circle must be broken. A good beginning, 
perhaps, would be for all who are interested in peace and 
liberation to develop more objective standards of pro- 
test. Such standards would inspire the same measure of 
protest against restrictive policies of post-liberation 
Vietnam [hi t  drive Buddhist monks to acts of self- 
immolation as once marked the protest in response to 
similar acts directed against Diem and his successors. 

Nestor Paz, I fear, would have little patience with such 
a proposition. As he saw it, people like myself who 
speak of nonviolence, peace, and the Gospel instead of 
joining. him and his comrades-in-arms are “today’s 
Pharisees.” If his criticism has any validity, i t  lies in the 
degree to which the pacifist fails to accept a personal 
responsibility to oppose policies and programs that 
maintain the injustices Paz set out to fight. It is inipor- 
tant, therefore, that we demand of our leaders and 
policymakers that financial and military support be 

?. .the insistence upon unrestricted 
self-determination.. .constitutes a dis- 
tinct threat to a j u s t  and enduring 
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withheld from any regime-whether of the Right, like 
Chile, or of the Left, like the USSR-which does not 
respect the basic human rights of its subjects. We must 
insist upon an immediate termination of programs for the 
training of police or security forces, including our own, 
which include instruction in the arts of torture or which 
are clearly designed to suppress legitimate expressions 
of dissent. In  a more positive vein, economic policies 
should be developed and advanced that would favor 
international cooperation, produce an equitable distribu- 
tion of the world’s resources, and restrict the exploita- 
tive operations of the multinational corporations. 

Finally, when violence does erupt among populations 
reaching out toward freedom, we should stand ready to 
provide the funds and facilities that will be needed to 
relieve the hardships suffered by those innocently caught 
up in the struggle. The refusal to suppori or condone 
violence does not require that we maintain a detached or 
neutral attitude. Even though we do not take an active 
part, we can and should open our gates and once again 
become the safe haven for refugees and other victims of 
the struggle against oppression. 

How we as individuals can best contribute to these 
ends is something each of us must determine. Many will 
choose the course of activist, though nonviolent, con- 
frontation, while others prefer the less disruptive ap- 
proach of intellectual persuasion and political activity. 
Some, assuming the phrase has not lost its meaning for 
contemporary Christians, will find the answer in the 
“weapons of the Spirit” and try to advance the twin 
causes of peace and justice through works of penance 
and prayer. 

A Nestor Paz would probably be dissatisfied with this, 
as will others who accept his thesis that liberation can 
come only through violent conflict. But one should be 
able to hope that those who see themselves as part of a 
peace movement and who have worked in the past to 
Qppose or reject war as a solution to human problems or 
as an instrument for achieving justice will be more open 
to the arguments presented here. It is the old story of nbt  
following false prophets with their too simple solutionb. 
Christ the Liberator is not likely to be found behind the 
guerrilla’s rifle or planting the terrorist’s bomb in some 
crowded marketplace. He is certain to be found where He 
has always promised to be: in the hearts of those willing 
to love their enemies and, if need be, to suffer injustice 
and even death in His Name rather than return evil for 
evil. 


